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ABSTRACT

Information environments have the power to affect people’s
perceptions and behaviors. In this paper, we present the
results of studies in which we characterize the gender bias
present in image search results for a variety of occupations.
We experimentally evaluate the effects of bias in image
search results on the images people choose to represent
those careers and on people’s perceptions of the prevalence
of men and women in each occupation. We find evidence
for both stereotype exaggeration and systematic underrepresentation of women in search results. We also find that people rate search results higher when they are consistent with
stereotypes for a career, and shifting the representation of
gender in image search results can shift people’s perceptions about real-world distributions. We also discuss tensions between desires for high-quality results and broader
societal goals for equality of representation in this space.
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INTRODUCTION

Every day, billions of people interact with interfaces that
help them access information and make decisions. As increasing amounts of information become available, systems
designers turn to algorithms to select which information to
show to whom. These algorithms and the interfaces built on
them can influence people’s behaviors and perceptions
about the world. Both algorithms and interfaces, however,
can be biased in how they represent the world [10,35].
These biases can be particularly insidious when they are not
transparent to the user or even to the designer [29]. The
information people access affects their understanding of the
world around them and the decisions they make: biased
information can affect both how people treat others and
how they evaluate their own choices or opportunities.
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tional choices, opportunities, and compensation [21,27].
Stereotypes of many careers as gender-segregated serve to
reinforce gender sorting into different careers and unequal
compensation for men and women in the same career. Cultivation theory, traditionally studied in the context of television, contends that both the prevalence and characteristics
of media portrayals can develop, reinforce, or challenge
viewers’ stereotypes [30].
Inequality in the representation of women and minorities,
and the role of online information sources in portraying and
perpetuating it, have not gone unnoticed in the technology
community. This past spring, Getty Images and LeanIn.org
announced an initiative to increase the diversity of working
women portrayed in the stock images and to improve how
they are depicted [28]. A recent study identified discrimination in online advertising delivery: when searching for
names, search results for black-identifying first names were
accompanied by more ads for public records searches than
those for white-identifying first names, and those results
were more likely to suggest searches for arrest records [35].
These findings raise questions about the possible impacts of
this discrimination and how to design technology in consideration of issues such as structural racism.
Despite efforts to address some of these issues, there has
been limited public effort to measure how online information sources represent men and women. Further, we do
not know how people perceive these biases when they view
information sources, or the extent to which it affects their
choices or perceptions about the world. For example, are
gender distributions in search results representative of those
in the real world – and if not, how does that affect people’s
perceptions of the world?
In this paper, we begin to address these gaps through four
studies characterizing how genders are represented in image
search results for occupations. We evaluate whether and
how these biases affect people’s perceptions of search result
quality, their beliefs about the occupations represented, and
the choices they make. In a series of studies on existing
image search results, manipulated search results, and people’s perceptions of these results, we investigate the following phenomena:
• Stereotype exaggeration: While gender proportions in
image search results are close to those in actual occupa-

tions, results for many occupations exhibit a slight exaggeration of gender ratios according to stereotype: e.g.,
male-dominated professions tend to have even more men
in their results than would be expected if the proportions
reflected real-world distributions. This effect is also seen
when people rate the quality of search results or select the
best image from a result: they prefer images with genders
that match the stereotype of an occupation, even when
controlling for qualitative differences in images.
• Systematic over-/under- representation: Search results
also exhibit a slight under-representation of women in
images, such that an occupation with 50% women would
be expected to have about 45% women in the results on
average. However, when evaluating image result quality,
people do not systematically prefer either gender: instead,
stereotyping dominates, and they prefer images that
match a given occupation’s gender stereotype.
• Qualitative differential representation: Image search results also exhibit biases in how genders are depicted:
those matching the gender stereotype of a profession tend
to be portrayed as more professional-looking and less inappropriate-looking.
• Perceptions of occupations in search results: We find that
people’s existing perceptions of gender ratios in occupations are quite accurate (R2 of 0.72), but that manipulated
search results can have a small but significant effect on
perceptions, shifting estimations on average ~7%.
This last point contributes to the broader motivation of this
work: not only to contribute to an understanding of how
everyday information systems – here, image search results
– both reflect and influence perceptions about gender in
occupations, but also to characterize a possible design space
for correcting or adjusting for differences in representation.
We do not take a stance on whether or how designers and
system builders should address gender inequality and its
effects in their systems, but we believe that designers
should be aware of inequalities in their systems and how
those inequalities can affect perceptions. We particularly
note two overriding design tensions in this space: the desire
to improve perceived search result quality, and societal motivations for improving equality of representation.
In the remainder of this paper, we review motivating work
and our specific research questions. We then describe four
studies and their answers to these research questions before
discussing the implications for designers and society.
BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

The Internet and large data sets create many new opportunities for engaging with data and using it in communication
and to support decision making. They also come with challenges and pitfalls. A recent White House report noted that
biases in data collection and presentation can lead to flawed
understandings of the need for and use of public services,
and that this can lead to discrimination in who receives
those services [9].

In the studies presented in this paper, we investigate the
prevalence and risks of gender-based stereotyping and bias
in image search results for occupations. Our research questions were guided by prior work in stereotyping and biases,
the role of media in forming, perpetuating, or challenging
these, and contemporary discussions of the effects of stereotypes and biases information environments.
Stereotypes and bias

A stereotype refers to a belief that individuals in a group –
e.g., gender, occupation, race, ethnicity, or particular background – generally have one or more traits or behaviors.
People make use of stereotypes to explain their own or others’ behaviors [15,36], to justify actions or decide how to
act [4,36], and to define group boundaries [36]. While accurate stereotypes may be useful for making decisions in the
absence of more specific information, inaccurate stereotypes can be harmful. Belief that one’s group performs
poorly at a task can lead to lower performance (stereotype
threat [33]). Stereotyped expectations about someone’s behavior can also lead them to behave in that way, a selffulfilling prophecy [33,39], and expectations about one’s
own abilities can influence aspirations and choices, such as
beliefs about what career path one should follow [7,8].
Bias arises when an individual, group or process unfairly
and systematically treats an individual or group favorably
or unfavorably. Stereotypes about abilities or character are a
common source of bias [18], often to the disadvantage of a
particular race, sexual orientation, or gender. For example,
stereotypes about gender and parental roles can systematically limit women’s career advancement [14,16,17].
Effects of stereotypes and bias in the media

The portrayal of women and racial/ethnic minorities in television and other media has received considerable attention
as both a possible source of stereotypes and opportunity to
challenge them [12]. Exclusion of these groups can imply
that they are “unimportant, inconsequential, and powerless”
[12]. Their inclusion offers specific examples whose implications depend on how they are portrayed, and these portrayals can reinforce or challenge stereotypes. Unfortunately, portrayals often reinforce negative stereotypes, for example by showing racial/ethnic minorities as criminals,
victims of criminals, and in low-status service jobs [12].
Cultivation theory predicts that television’s portrayal of the
world affects people’s beliefs about reality [11,32]. Portrayals, or the lack of portrayals, can affect whether people believe that people like them commonly participate in an occupation, or their perceived self-efficacy for that role
[12,32]. Researchers studying television commercials find
that women are less likely to be portrayed as workers and
that they exaggerate gender-occupation stereotypes [6].
They express concern that such portrayals may perpetuate
stereotypes. Cultivation theory has also been found to predict how people perceive risks after experiencing them in a
video game [38], and playing a sexualized female character
reduces female players’ feelings of self-efficacy [3].

Stereotypes and bias in information systems

Like media and other built systems or environments, computer systems have bias. Friedman and Nissenbaum describe
biased systems as those that “systematically and unfairly
discriminate against certain individuals or groups of individuals in favor of others” [10]. They describe three categories: pre-existing bias (arising from biases present in individuals or society), technical bias (arising from technical
constraints), and emergent bias (arising in real use, in which
a system is mismatched for the capabilities or values of its
users). They argue: “freedom from bias should be counted
among the select set of criteria according to which the quality of systems in use in society should be judged.”
Search engines have been studied and received popular attention for bias in their results, both for what they index and
present overall [20,37] and what they present to particular
users [29]. People tend to rely on search engines’ selection
and ordering of results as signs of quality and relevance
[22,23], and so biased search results may affect people’s
choices and beliefs. Scholars have previously noted bias in
which geographic locations are indexed and listed [37].
Others express concern that search autocomplete features
could perpetuate preexisting biases, noting that suggestions
varied between different religious groups, and sexual and
racial minorities received more negatively framed questions
as suggestions [2]. As illustrated by these examples, a
search engine which has neither algorithms that systematically favor one group nor designers with a particular bias
can still perpetuate preexisting societal biases: a representative indexing of biased source material will produce results
that contain the same biases.
More recently, Getty Images and Sheryl Sandberg’s Lean In
Foundation announced an effort to improve the depiction of
working women in stock photos. They argue that existing
images support stereotypes of working women as sidelined,
sexualized, or in supporting roles, and that these depictions
hurt women’s career aspirations and prospects [13,25,28].
RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Motivated by these concerns and questions about them, we
conducted a series of studies to evaluate bias in image
search results. Pre-existing biases that affect the images
available for image search systems, and algorithms designed to represent available content, may lead to biased
result sets, which in turn affect people’s perceptions and
choices among the search results. We specifically focus on
gender representation in image search results for occupations. We choose the portrayal of occupations because it is a
topic of societal importance that has recently received attention and efforts to ameliorate biases. While efforts such as
the partnership between Getty Images and Lean In may
make more diverse or positive images available, and particularly to those who access the Lean In collection, many
people turn to major search engines when looking to illustrate a topic, and so we focus our attention on the image
search results for a major search engine.

To the discussion of the bias in computer systems, we contribute an assessment of the current extent and form of several forms of stereotyping and differences of representation
present in image search results: stereotype exaggeration,
systematic over-/under-representation, and qualitative differential representation. We also explore the effects of these
biases on perceptions of the occupations in question. We
designed four studies to answer these research questions:
• Study 1: How does the prevalence of men and women in
image search results for professions correspond to their
prevalence in actual professions? Are genders systematically over- or under-represented across careers, and is
there stereotype exaggeration in gender proportions?
• Study 2: Are there qualitative differences in how men and
women are portrayed in the image search results?
• Study 3: Do biased image search results lead people to
perpetuate a bias in image search results when they
choose images to represent a profession (i.e. through stereotype exaggeration)? Are there systemic over- or under-representations of women in preferred results? How
do differences in representation affect people’s perceptions of the search result quality?
• Study 4: Do differences in representation in image search
results affect viewers’ perceptions of the prevalence of
men and women in that occupation? Can we shift those
opinions by manipulating results?
For all studies, we recruited turkers/participants 1 from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk microtask market. We required that
they be from the United States (as our occupation prevalence data is specific to that population) and, for studies 24, required them to have the Masters qualification.
STUDY 1: GENDER PROPORTIONS IN RESULTS
COMPARED TO ACTUAL PROPORTIONS

In this study, we sought to characterize the extent to which
the prevalence of men and women in image search results
for professions correspond to their actual prevalence in
those occupations. As a gold standard for actual prevalence
of men and women by occupation, we used estimates from
the US Bureau of Labor and Statistics (BLS) [5]. We did
not use all occupations, but removed occupations that:
• Presented difficult polysemy problems: for example, occupations that are listed as conjunctions of multiple occupations in the BLS, such as “Musicians, singers, and related workers”, are difficult to reduce to a single search.
• Had non-obvious search terms: for example, “Miscellaneous media and communication workers”.
• Are typically referred to using gender-specific terms: for
example, “tailor” and “seamstress”
We use “turkers” for studies 1 and 2, where they were asked only
to label data, and “participants” for studies 3 and 4, where their
opinions and perceptions were solicited.
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Most of the remaining terms had straightforward translations from BLS categories into search terms for a worker in
that occupation (for example, we mapped “Nurse practitioners” in the BLS database to the search term “nurse practitioner”). Some categories required limited interpretation
(e.g., we translated “Police and sheriff’s patrol officers”
into “police officer”); for these terms, all three authors had
to agree on a corresponding search term for the category to
be included. This left us with 96 occupations having an
entry in BLS and a corresponding search term.
We then downloaded the top 100 Google Image search results for each search term (from July 26–29, 2013). For
each image, turkers were asked to indicate whether there
were no people, one person, or more than one person in the
image. They were also asked whether the people were
women, men, children, or of unknown gender (and to check
all that apply). 2 We had three turkers label each image.
Results
Representativeness of filtered dataset

A requirement of this study was to obtain a representative
dataset of images of individuals in different occupations
with properly labelled gender. This required some filtering
to ensure that images had correctly labelled genders, depicted only people of that gender, and were generally images of people in the first place. To label gender, we took the
majority label for each image, and dropped those images
from the results which did not have majority agreement. We
then dropped entire search terms which:
• Had less than 80% of the images labelled with majority
agreement (two terms failed this criterion: firefighter and
baker; notably, firefighter had only 64% agreement,
largely because most of the images were dark silhouettes
of uniformed firefighters with ambiguous gender, frequently labeled as “male” by some turkers).
• Had few images containing only one gender or that mostly depicted workers with clients/patients. For example,
hairdresser was dropped since too many of its images
contained both hairdresser and client, making it difficult
to determine which gender label corresponds to which.
We considered asking turkers whether the person in question has the given occupation; however, this implicitly
asks them to decide if a person of that gender could be a
hairdresser (thus potentially subject to gender stereotypes
related to that profession, which would bias our labelled
data set), so we opted to filter occupations with multiple
genders in the majority of images.
• Had too few people in the image results; e.g., dishwasher
largely returned images of dishwashing machines.
• Corresponded with a common name (e.g., baker returned
many results of people with the surname Baker).
As the BLS uses only binary gender classifications, we also restricted labels to binary gender classification here.
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Figure 1. Comparison of empirical cumulative distribution
functions of gender distributions in the full set of BLS occupations and our filtered dataset, showing similar distribution.

This second filtering process left us with 45 occupations. To
ensure that all levels of our filtering (from the initial selection of search terms down to the filtering of labelled images) had not biased the representativeness of our final selection of occupations in terms of gender or ethnicity, we conducted a series of Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests comparing
the gender and ethnicity distributions of the filtered 45 occupations to the entire set of 535 occupations in the BLS
(using bootstrap p values; unlike the traditional KS test this
allows for non-continuous distributions and ties). We did
not find evidence that our filtered dataset significantly differed from the set of occupations in the BLS in terms of
gender distribution (D45,535 = 0.0997, p = 0.765), distribution of Asian people, (D45,535 = 0.0901, p = 0.814), distribution of Black or African American people (D45,535 = 0.1021,
p = 0.729), or distribution of Hispanic or Latino people
(D45,535 = 0.1423, p = 0.315). Note the close correspondence
of empirical cumulative distribution functions for the gender distribution in the filtered dataset versus the full BLS
dataset in Figure 1 (plots for ethnicity showed similar correspondence).
Misrepresentation of genders in search results

We ran several models to assess the possibility of systematic differences of representation in depictions of occupations
in image search results compared to the known proportions
in the BLS. The purpose of these models was to assess the
presence of two potential forms of quantitative differences
in representation.
The first is that gender proportions are exaggerated according to stereotypes for each career (stereotype exaggeration).
For example, if stereotyping occurs in image results, we
would expect a profession with 75% males in the BLS to
have more than 75% males in the image results. The second
possibility is that there is a systematic overrepresentation of
one gender, across all careers, in the search results.
Stereotype exaggeration by career

To assess whether men or women were over- or underrepresented according to stereotypes for careers, we ran two
logistic regression models: a stereotyped and a nonstereotyped model. The stereotyped model regressed the
logit of the proportion of women in the search results on the
proportion of women in BLS (exhibiting an s-curve characteristic of the logit of a proportion and indicative of stereo-

50% women, we would expect about 45% of the images to
be women on average (95% CI: [38.9%, 48.2%]).
The particular combination of stereotype exaggeration and
underrepresentation of women that we see – slight pulling
at the extremes and slight bias towards male images – combine to affect male- and female-dominated professions differently. In male-dominated professions (lower-left quadrant of Figure 2A) both effects amplify each other, so a
higher proportion of males appear in search results than are
in the BLS. By contrast, in female-dominated professions
(upper-right quadrant of Figure 2A) these two effects essentially cancel each other out, leading to a similar proportion
of women in the search results as are in the BLS.
STUDY 2: DIFFERENCES IN QUALITATIVE
REPRESENTATION

Figure 2. Stereotyped (A) and non-stereotyped (B) models of
image search gender distributions compared to actual distributions. Note the improved fit of the stereotyped model, suggesting stereotype exaggeration in search results.

typing: extreme gender proportions in the BLS are pulled
even more to the extremes in the search results). The nonstereotyped model regressed the logit of the proportion of
women in the search results on the logit of the proportion of
women in BLS, thus not exhibiting an s-curve. While both
models can account for a systematic over-representation of
one gender across careers, only the stereotyped model can
account for the pulling at the extremes characteristic of stereotyping by the typical gender of a career.
We found some evidence for stereotype exaggeration: the
stereotyped model had qualitatively better residual fit
(Figure 2). Vuong’s closeness test for model fit also suggested that the stereotyped model had better fit (z = 1.55,
p = 0.06). This stereotyping effect can be seen as the overall
s-shape of the data compared to a line with slope = 1 (we
would expect a line with slope = 1 if the data did not exhibit
stereotype exaggeration).
Systematic over-/under- representation across careers

We can estimate overrepresentation of a gender across careers from our logistic regression model by testing to see if
the coefficient of the intercept is significantly different from
0 when the x-intercept is set to 50% women in the BLS.
Indeed, we find that the intercept does have a significant
effect in this model (estimated effect: −0.26, 95% confidence interval: [−0.45, −0.07], t43 = −2.68, p < 0.05); 3 this
effect can be seen in Figure 2 as a dip in the predicted proportion of women in the search results at (50%, 50%). This
effect corresponds to an odds ratio of approximately 0.77
(95% CI: [0.64, 0.93]); this means that in a profession with

3 This test was carried out using the stereotyped model, but we
note that a similar test carried out on the non-stereotyped model
yielded similar results and confidence intervals.

Search results can be biased even when their gender proportions are representative. For example, in reviewing the images collected for Study 1, we identified many examples of
sexualized depictions of women who were almost certainly
not engaged in the profession they portrayed; we dub this
the sexy construction worker problem, as images of female construction workers in our results tended to be sexualized caricatures of construction workers. We wished to
assess whether images that better match the stereotypical
gender of a profession were systematically portrayed as
more or less professional, attractive, or appropriate. Note
that while there are many interesting differences to unpack
here, our primary focus is on assessing these characteristics
so that we can control for them in subsequent analysis.
Methods

We used the top 8 male and female images from each profession, as these images will be used again in study 3, below. Initially, we piloted a study in which people were
asked to give 5 adjectives describing the person in each
image, but found that this task was too difficult. We therefore opted to select 8 adjectives derived from our pilot results and our research questions: attractive, provocative,
sexy, professional, competent, inappropriate, trustworthy,
and weird. We then had turkers indicate on a 5-point scale
(strongly disagree to strongly agree) whether they felt each
adjective described the person in the picture. Each turker
could rate each image at most once, though no turker could
rate more than 600 images. Each image was rated by at
least 3 turkers.
Results

At a high level, we found that images showing a person
matching the majority gender for a profession tend to be
ranked as slightly more professional-looking and slightly
less inappropriate than those going against stereotype.
Adjective ratings

One would expect that men and women rate images differently; however, this is not our focus here, so we have attempted to factor out these differences. We conducted a
series of mixed-effects ordinal logistic regressions to model
how turkers rated images for each adjective. We included

the turker’s gender, the image gender, and their interaction
as fixed effects; we included the turker and the image as
random effects. 4 This allows our models to account for (for
example) situations where women systematically rate men
as more attractive than men do. We used the coefficients of
the image effect in each model as a normalized rating for
that adjective. These ratings have the effects of turker,
turker gender, image gender, and their interaction factored
out and are all approximately standard normally distributed.
Stereotyping bias in qualitative ratings

We hypothesized that images matching the typical gender
of a given profession might be portrayed differently from
images that do not match the typical gender of that profession (as in the sexy construction worker problem). To assess
the whether this was the case, we ran linear mixed-effects
regressions, each with one of the adjective ratings derived
above as the independent variable. Each model included
image gender, the image gender proportion in BLS (the %
of people in the BLS matching the gender of the image; e.g.
for a male image of a construction worker, this would be the
% of construction workers who are male according to the
BLS), and the interaction of these two terms as fixed effects. The models also included the occupation as a random
effect. As noted above, we are primarily interested in these
factors as controls in Study 3 (below), so we only summarize two high-level trends in the results here.
First, adjectives like professional (F1,623.6 = 36.6,
p < 0.0001), competent (F1,630 = 28.4, p < 0.0001), and
trustworthy (F1,627.8 = 33.8, p < 0.0001) had significantly
higher ratings when the proportion of people in the BLS
matching the gender of the image was higher. Second, adjectives like inappropriate (F1,635.2 = 20.4, p < 0.0001) or
provocative (F1,635.12 = 4.38, p < 0.05) had significantly
lower ratings when the proportion of people in the BLS
matching the gender of the image was higher. In other
words, we again we see an effect of stereotyping exaggeration: images matching the gender stereotype of a profession
tend to be slightly more professional-looking and slightly
less inappropriate than those going against stereotype. The
reason for this effect is unclear: it may be that these images
are rated less professional/appropriate because of raters’
biases against images going against their stereotypes for
those professions. However, it may also be that these depictions are of lower quality – examples of the sexy construction worker problem, where depictions against stereotype
are not true depictions of the profession at all.
STUDY 3: PERCEPTIONS OF SEARCH RESULTS

Having described the bias present in image search results
for careers – stereotype exaggeration and differences in
While we have used worker and image as random effects here
and elsewhere in the paper, where estimable we have also compared results with fixed effects models and found similar effects.
We believe random effects to be more appropriate here as some
workers have completed only a small number of tasks.
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representation – we next turn our attention to whether these
differences affect people’s appraisals of the quality of
search results and, in a hypothetical task, what image they
choose to represent an occupation. This is not a purely abstract problem: a textbook publisher recently recalled a
math textbook after discovering they had selected an image
from a pornographic film for the cover [19].
We generated synthetic sets of image search results for each
occupation, in which the gender balance was manipulated
by re-ranking images from the original search results. Each
synthetic result had a different gender distribution, with 8
images in each result. For each search term we generated up
to 7 synthetic results: all men, all women, equal proportions, proportions from Google search, proportions from the
BLS, the reverse of the proportions from Google search,
and the reverse of the proportions in the BLS.
To ensure that the proportion of women in the BLS for a
given search term does not influence the proportion of images in the synthetic results for that search term, synthetic
subsets (other than equal) were only included if their corresponding reversed subset could also be included (for example, if we had enough women to make a synthetic search
result with 6/8 images of women, but not enough men to
make a synthetic search result with 6/8 images of men, neither synthetic result was included). This ensures that if gender has no effect on the probability of an image being selected, the baseline probability of two images of different
gender being selected for any occupation will be the same:
⅛ (regardless of the gender ratio in that occupation).
To generate a subset with k women, we selected the top k
female images from our labelled dataset (in the order they
appeared in the original Google image search results) and
the top 8-k male images. The images were displayed to participants in the order they appeared in the original search
results. Participants could view one result set per occupation. This was to prevent participants from realizing that we
manipulated the gender proportions of the search results, as
they might if they saw multiple synthetic results for the
same occupation with very different gender distributions.
On viewing a result set, we asked participants to select one
image to illustrate the occupation for a hypothetical business presentation. We then asked them to describe how well
the image results matched the search term (the occupation),
in a drop down from 1 (very poor) to 5 (very good), and to
describe why they rated as they did.
Image Selection Results

We used logistic regression to model the probability that a
given image is selected as the best result by a participant.
Our model included image gender, the image gender proportion in BLS (see explanation under Study 2), participant
gender, and their interactions. We also included all of the
image adjective ratings to control for differences in qualitative representation. Results are shown in Table 1.

(Intercept)
% image gender in BLS
female image
male participant
professional
attractive
inappropriate
provocative
sexy
competent
trustworthy
weird
% image gender in BLS
× female image
% image gender in BLS
× male participant
female image
× male participant
% image gender in BLS
× female image
× male participant

Est.
−2.661
0.928
0.239
0.041
−0.089
−0.028
−0.018
−0.312
−0.021
0.448
−0.046
−0.485

SE
0.273
0.414
0.360
0.393
0.082
0.080
0.109
0.166
0.087
0.104
0.090
0.111

−0.222

0.585 −0.38

0.7037

0.003

0.594

0.005

0.996

0.011

0.512

0.021

0.9836

−0.175

z
p
−9.737 <0.0001 ***
2.244 0.0248 *
0.663 0.5072
0.104 0.9173
−1.082 0.2794
−0.35
0.7262
−0.168 0.8662
−1.877 0.0606 .
−0.244 0.8076
4.298 <0.0001 ***
−0.513 0.6078
−4.355 <0.0001 ***

0.832 −0.21

0.8333

Table 2. Factors affecting image selection in Study 3. Coefficients are on a logit scale. Note the stereotype effect: greater %
image gender in BLS is associated with higher probability that
an image is selected.
Over-/under- representation and participant effects

We found no evidence of systematic over-/under- representation of either gender (there were no significant effects of
image gender). Neither were there significant effects of
participant gender (suggesting men and women generally
judge the best search result in the same way), nor any significant interactions with either of these factors.
Stereotype exaggeration

As with the gender distributions in the search results themselves, we found evidence of stereotyping when people
choose image results: image gender proportion in BLS had
a significant effect on the probability of an image being
selected; i.e., an image matching the majority gender proportion of its occupation was more likely to be selected. We
believe this is consequence of stereotype matching: an image matching a person’s stereotype for that gender is more
likely to be selected as an exemplar result.
Search Result Quality Rating Results

We saw very similar effects influencing quality rating. We
ran a mixed effects ordinal logistic regression to model
quality rating based on proportion of women in BLS, proportion of women in the synthetic search result, participant
gender, and their interactions. We included the adjective
rating of the selected image (as possibly the most salient in
judging search quality) in the synthetic search result to control for differences in qualitative representation. We also
included participant and search term (occupation) as random effects. Results are in Table 2.
Over-/under- representation and participant effects

As above, we found no significant over-/underrepresentation effect: in an occupation with 50% women,
we would not expect an all-male search result to be rated
differently from an all-female search result (estimated dif-

Est.
% women in BLS
% women in search result
male participant
professional
attractive
inappropriate
provocative
sexy
competent
trustworthy
weird
% women in search result
× % women in BLS
% women in search result
× male participant
% women in BLS
× male participant
% women in search result
× % women in BLS
× male participant

SE

z

p

−2.978
−2.255
0.156
−0.039
0.160
0.411
−0.491
−0.053
0.506
−0.392
−0.509

1.344
0.889
0.871
0.186
0.180
0.243
0.329
0.209
0.227
0.219
0.218

−2.22
−2.54
0.18
−0.21
0.89
1.69
−1.49
−0.25
2.23
−1.79
−2.33

0.0268
0.0112
0.8581
0.8324
0.3748
0.0911
0.1357
0.8016
0.0257
0.0732
0.0199

5.321

1.699

3.13

−0.595

1.221

−0.49

0.6261

−0.525

1.359

−0.39

0.6992

2.036

2.325

0.88

0.3812

*
*

.
*
.
*

0.0017 **

Table 1. Factors affecting search result quality ratings in Study
3. Coefficients are on a logit scale.

ference = −0.41, SE = 0.47, z = −0.87, p = 0.38). As above,
there were no significant effects of participant gender.
Stereotype exaggeration

We again saw a stereotype exaggeration effect, manifested
here as a significant interaction between proportion of
women in BLS and proportion of women in the search result: in male-dominated occupations, search results with
more males are preferred; in female-dominated occupations, search results with more females are preferred.
Viewed from the perspective of this task, these results make
sense: we asked people to select the best search result (or to
rate the quality of all results), and they tended to prefer images matching their mental image of each profession, both
in qualitative characteristics and in expected gender. This
reflects the strong sense that people have of expected gender proportions in a broad spectrum of occupations, which
we explore in more detail next. This also emphasizes an
important tension between possible broader societal goals
in manipulating gender as a design dimension in search
results versus end-users’ quality expectations, an issue we
discuss in detail at the end of this paper.
STUDY 4: PERCEPTIONS OF GENDER
PROPORTIONS IN OCCUPATIONS

Finally, we sought to understand whether and how gender
proportions in image search results can affect people’s perceptions of the actual prevalence of men and women in
different occupations, both to understand how existing (stereotype-exaggerating, misrepresented) results might be affecting people’s perceptions of gender proportions and how
feasible manipulating gender distributions in image search
might be as a method for affecting those perceptions. This
gets at a primary motivation of our paper: opening up gender proportions as a design dimension in image search.
Given the many possible day-to-day influences on perceptions of the prevalence of genders in different fields, we

Est.
(Intercept)
0.074
% women in
manipulated
0.070
search result
perceived % women
in occupation before 0.803
manipulation

SE
df
0.021 103.6

t
p
3.51 <0.001 ***

0.024 206.3

2.90 <0.01

0.033 211.8

**

24.57 <0.001 ***

Table 3. Effects of the manipulated search result and a person’s pre-existing opinion of % women in an occupation on
their opinion after seeing the manipulated result (Study 4).

chose to collect people’s baseline perceptions, wait two
weeks, show them a synthetic image search result set for
the same career, and then immediately ask them their perceptions of prevalence.
We asked each participant the demographics information
we used in studies 2 and 3. Then for each career we asked
what percent of people working in that career in the US are
women, alongside three distraction questions: what education they believe is typical for someone in that career,
whether they believe the career was growing, and how prestigious they think it is. Participants could answer for as
many careers as they wished.
After two weeks, each participant received an email thanking them for their prior participation and inviting them to
participate in a new round of tasks; we limited access both
in the script that managed our tasks and using an assigned
qualification on Mechanical Turk. For each profession to
which they had previously responded, we returning participants to view a synthetic search result and complete the
image search task from study 3; on the next page we reasked the four questions from the first page: typical education for the career, percent women, whether the career was
growing, and its prestige.
Results
Perceptions absent influence

People’s initial perceptions of gender proportions in occupations are quite good. We assessed the correlation of their
existing perceptions to real-world proportions using a
mixed-effects linear regression with gender proportions in
BLS as the fixed effect and participant as a random effect.
The marginal pseudo-R2 of this model was 0.717
(F1,297.71 = 870.21, p < 0.0001).
Perceptions after influence

After exposure to search results with manipulated gender
proportions, estimates shifted slightly in the direction of the
manipulated proportions. We ran a linear mixed-effects regression to predict perceived gender proportions, with initial perceived gender proportion and manipulated search
gender proportion as fixed effects and participant as a random effect. Both fixed effects were significant: while a person’s original perceptions of an occupation dominated their
opinion two weeks later; approximately 7% of a person’s
subsequent opinion on average was determined by the result
set they were exposed to (p < 0.01, see Table 3).

While this only shows short-term movement due to manipulated search results, cultivation theory suggests that longterm, ongoing exposure to such results might shift perceptions over time. This suggests that there may be value in
considering gender distribution as a more deliberate design
dimension in image search results, as we discuss next.
DISCUSSION

Our results provide guidance on the short-term effects of
possible changes to search engine algorithms and highlight
tensions in possible designs of search algorithms.
As a design space, what other kinds of search results
could we design and what might be the consequences?

There are two sets of adjustments that can be made: adjusting the gender distribution, and adjusting the distribution of
qualitative image characteristics within genders (e.g. increasing the proportion of female construction worker results that are rated as professional or competent to correct
for the sexy construction worker problem). Taking the former as a starting point, we outline three possible (amongst
many) ways of adjusting search results: 1) exaggerating, or
continuing to accept, exaggerated gender stereotypes; 2)
aligning the gender balance of results to match reality; or 3)
balancing the genders represented in results.
These models also surface several design tensions in this
space. In particular, we might ask if our goal is to improve
perceptions of search result quality, or to advance a broader
social agenda to shift perceptions of gender equality in various professions. While potentially at odds in the short term
(e.g., highly stereotyped results might be highly rated but
not have desirable societal effects), cultivation theory also
suggests these goals may not be as contrary over the long
term if perceptions can be shifted to match a broader goal
of equal representation (as, at least in the short term, Study
4 suggests is possible). We discuss how these motivations
interact in more detail for each proposed model. We do not
wish to come down on any side of these issues, but wish to
advance an understanding of how the choices people make
in designing algorithms can (and already do) define a design space that explicitly or implicitly affects these issues.
1. Stereotype model. Exaggerate gender stereotypes. This
might improve subjective assessment of quality over baseline results if the dominant gender is already represented as
professional and appropriate, so would likely not require
correcting for qualitative differences (simplifying the technical problem). This would also give more exemplars for
the selection task. At the same time, continuing to portray
careers as more gender-segregated than they are, or even
further exaggerating gender imbalances, has the disadvantage of potentially influencing people’s perceptions of
occupation gender distributions over time to be less accurate and reinforcing stereotypes that can shape and limit
career aspirations and treatment.
2. Reality model. Correct the slight stereotype exaggeration and underrepresentation of women seen in the data so

that gender distributions better resemble the BLS. So long
as we can select images of the non-dominant gender that
have high professionalism and low inappropriateness, this
would at least better represent the reality of the profession
while having little effect on the perceived search result
quality or the selection task. Over the long term, exposure
to such results might improve people’s estimations of realworld gender proportions in occupations. This also represents only a small perturbation to existing results, and may
not even require adjustments to distributions to account for
qualitative differences in representation due to how close
the existing search proportions are to actual BLS proportions.
3. Balanced model. Adjust the gender proportions in occupations to be equal or closer to equal. This may impair the
selection task by giving fewer gender exemplars. However,
if this is paired with corrections for qualitative differences
in representation so that portrayals of the non-dominant
gender are similar to the dominant one (particularly for professionalism), we do not believe it would significantly degrade people’s overall perceptions of the quality of the results. This model exposes a tension between a desire for
results perceived as high-quality and possible societal goals
for advancing equal representation. While the short-term
effects on perceived search result quality would likely be
negative, both cultivation theory [32] and the results of
study 4 predict that this could, in the long term, shift people’s perceptions towards a less gender-stereotyped view of
these professions. Along with that long-term shift, a possible result may be that perceptions of quality shift back as
people begin to perceive gender proportions as more equal.
Feasibility of Manipulating Representation

Automatic gender classification of images of people is an
outstanding problem. While state-of-the art classifiers perform well under certain circumstances, they have historically focused on straight-on images of a single face, typically
without visual occlusions, uneven lighting, or complicated
backgrounds [26]. However, recent studies on gender classification on images collected in the wild [1,31] or of only
partial features [24] strongly suggest that automated solutions will soon reach or surpass the accuracy of human annotators. Meanwhile, automated human labelling of these
images would not be much more costly than the data collection processes used in this paper, and would provide ground
truth data for future automated approaches.
Limitations and Future Work

We have focused here on search results absent personalization or other additional context (such as time of year or location) that may affect results shown to users in real-world
tasks. While the businessperson making a slide presentation
might be seeking an accurate depiction of a given profession, other users with different goals might prefer caricatured or inaccurate portrayals, such as the sexy construction
worker. We also do not address the cause of the biases and
misrepresentation found (e.g., are these due to actual preva-

lence in webpages, or due to the ranking algorithms used by
Google?). Future work might try to tease these effects apart,
and to investigate these phenomena in other types of image
search, such as on photo sharing sites and in social media.
To aid in replication, our data and code are available
online: https://github.com/mjskay/gender-in-image-search.
CONCLUSION

Academics and the technology community have raised concerns about potential biases in search engines and in stock
photos. We contribute an assessment of gender representation in image search results and its effects on perceived
search result quality, images selected, and perceptions about
reality. We find that image search results for occupations
slightly exaggerate gender stereotypes and portray the minority gender for an occupational less professionally. There
is also a slight underrepresentation of women. This stereotype exaggeration is consistent with perceptions of result
quality – people believe results are better when they agree
with the stereotype – but risks reinforcing or even increasing perceptions of actual gender segregation in careers.
Addressing concerns such as these in search engines and
other information sources, however, requires balancing design tensions. For example, maintaining perceived search
quality and accurately representing available materials may
be at odds with supporting socially desirable outcomes and
representing either real-world distributions of careers or
idealized distributions of careers. We hope to advance a
constructive discussion on gender representation as a design
dimension (explicit and implicit) in information systems.
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